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2000
SPORT EVENTS

WORLD EVENTS

ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS

Canada wins gold in
wrestling, triathlon and
tennis at the Sydney
Olympics

USS Cole attacked in Yemen harbour by terrorists- unknown
group al Qaeda

Oscars: Gladiator; Russell Crowe - Gladiator;
Julia Roberts - Erin Brockovich

Technology stocks, the dot-coms, crash; NASDAQ loses
$2 trillion in March

TV: CSI debuts

Tiger Woods wins Canadian
Open with amazing shot
from bunker, across water to
final green

Russian submarine Kursk explodes and sinks in the Barents Sea

Broadway: Copenhagen, Contact

George W. Bush is elected President of the United States after
many recounts and legal challenges over the Florida vote and
its hanging chads

A basketball, Wilson, becomes a character in the
movie Castaway starring Tom Hanks

U.S. wins President’s Cup
over international team

Music: Smooth - Santana

FIRSTS AND FADS

CANADIAN EVENTS
SPORT CHAMPIONS

Stockwell Day becomes first leader of the new Canadian
Alliance Party

mlb

New York Yankees

nfl

St. Louis Rams

Seven people die due to e-coli in the water in Walkerton,
Ontario

nhl

New Jersey Devils

Pierre Trudeau, former Canadian Prime Minister, dies

nba

Los Angeles Lakers

Beverley McLaughlin becomes Chief Justice of Canada

cfl

B.C. Lions

Survivor debuts on TV – its success creates a
deluge of reality shows over the next many years
Human genome is fully decoded

GOLF CHAMPIONS
masters

Vijay Singh

us open

Tiger Woods

british open
pga

Tiger Woods

Tiger Woods

cdn . open

Tiger Woods
“Dot- Com Bubble”
bursts, as technology
stocks crash - NASDAQ
loses 2 trillion dollars.

Ballot examined in Florida in US Presidential election.
Ultimately, George W. Bush wins.

Air France Concorde
takes off on fire, crashes, 109
aboard killed.
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50

th

World Petroleum Congress held in Calgary

Grant Bartlett
co - chairman Paul Lovell
chairman

Renaissance merges into Husky Energy
Alliance Pipeline operations start

FLIGHT WINNERS

The 50th Oilmen’s, The Risk Takers celebrated the Millennium
2000 Oilmen’s. The Tournament was designed to acknowledge

D. Croshaw redwater
M. Shaw leduc
R. Hunt stettler
C. Riddell turner valley
M. Conlon fosterton

Governors’ Ball was a Masked Ball formal event; a one day
50th Anniversary Tournament for Past Chairmen and Past

A. Wilms drake point

T.F. Bugg
D.M. Fitzpatrick
W.K. Foo
B.T. Korchinski
J.D. McNeill

Donna Flanagan (Dennis, Chairman 45th

L.D. Miller

Oilmen’s) shot a Hole-in-One on the 139 yard

G.J. Protti
J. W. Simpson
R.W. Smith

drew 126 enthusiastic Risk Takers and was organized to
congratulate and thank the many volunteers and to welcome the
Newcomers to the Oilmen’s.
A new trophy for the Past Chairmen’s Cup was unveiledconstructed from a Waterford crystal vase originally presented to
Esther and Bob Laidlaw, Chairman of the 28th Oilmen’s. The
John Jacobs Golf School added a new dimension and rewarding
experience for golfers and aspiring golfers. One of the biggest
attractions and significant highlights was the Gamblers Gallery
where poster boards exhibited the

JASPER PARK LODGE GOLF COURSE

to coincide with the long running Past Chairmen’s Lunch; the

of the Oilmen’s; a one day Best Ball Mixed Tournament at Jasper

G.C. Bruce

opportunity to play Jasper for the first time.

Chairmen’s Partners Lunch, hosted by Dawn McDonald, was held

B. Brawn pembina

B.J. Bradley

format provided many participants the

The year long festivities included some special events: a Past

Governors was held at the Earl Grey Golf Course- the birthplace

R.C. Aldridge

during the Best Ball Mixed Tournament. This

strength, success, fun and friendly competition. The Tournament

P. Daniel armena

NEW GOVERNORS

a wonderful day of golf and camaraderie

willpower, honour, courage, respect, laughter, commitment, power,

Oilmen’s with entertainment, period pieces and food to match.

W. Litvinchuk fort st. john

hole Number 7 (the Betting Hole) to truly cap

and portrayed 50 years of tradition, longevity, pioneering spirit,

D. Croteau bonnie glen

B. Stewart jumping pound

DID YOU KNOW?

50th Oilmen’s (gold, black, red and white) were rich in symbolism

theme each day reflected one of the first five decades of the

N. Nichols lloydminster

Northwest Territories.

takers of our industry, past, present and future. The colors of the

E. Molnar golden spike
B. Albers athabasca

Exploration activity intensifies in the

50 years of unparalleled accomplishment and progress by the risk

oilmen’s tournament

OIL INDUSTRY EVENTS

themes and paraphernalia of the
previous 49th Oilmen’s.
As Chairman Grant Bartlett noted –
“the 50th was a journey worth
taking”. Great golf, tennis, cards,
hiking, boating, biking, superb
weather, fantastic food, quality
entertainment, fellowship,
camaraderie and fun loving
guests celebrated 50 years of
entrepreneurship, progress and
Risk Taking. The festivities
honoured the past and laid a
strong foundation for the future.
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2001
SPORT EVENTS

WORLD EVENTS

ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS

Randy Johnson and Curt
Schilling are World Series
co-MVPs as they pitch
Arizona to the championship

Terrorists attack the World Trade Center in New York and
the Pentagon on September 11, killing thousands and
enraging the world

Oscars: A Beautiful Mind;
Denzel Washington - Training Day;
Halle Berry - Monster’s Ball

The United States and its allies invade Afghanistan to
depose the Taliban and pursue the al Qaeda- Osama bin
Laden escapes

TV: Amazing Race and Alias

Tiger Woods wins the Tiger
Slam by holding all four
major titles after his win at
the Masters. Canadians note
it is the Super Slam since he
also won the most recent
Canadian Open
After 20 spectacular but
Cup-less seasons with
Boston, Ray Bourque joins
Joe Sakic, Patrick Roy et al
in Colorado to win the
Stanley Cup

Music: Beautiful Day - U2
Broadway: Proof, The Producers

The European Union allows twelve new countries to join,
many from former parts of the Soviet Union

FIRSTS AND FADS

Foot-and-mouth disease leads to the slaughter of four
million cattle and sheep in Britain

Lord of the Rings and Harry Potter movies are releasedhuge successes and the start of many sequels

CANADIAN EVENTS
2001 Census puts Canadian population over 31 million
Commercial jetliner bound for Portugal from Toronto runs
out of fuel and glides into the Azores
Nortel shares collapse in accounting scandal

ability to watch, record, back

SPORT CHAMPIONS
mlb

Arizona Diamondbacks

nfl

Baltimore Ravens

nhl

Colorado Avalanche

nba

Los Angeles Lakers

cfl

Calgary Stampeders

track and skip commercials in
real-time gains popularity.

GOLF CHAMPIONS
masters

Tiger Woods

us open

Retief Goosen

british open
pga

My Precious Trilogy
Lord of the Rings released to
both critical and fandom

David Duval

acclaim.

David Toms

canadian open

Scott Verplank

Defining Moment September 11th
terrorist attack on World Trade Centre in
New York City.
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Sorry Charlie! TIVO, the

51

st

NYMEX futures fall to lows of $20 for oil and
$2 for natural gas

Paul Lovell
co - chairman Fred Moore
chairman

Conoco buys Gulf Canada for almost $10 Billion
Alberta bitumen production exceeds conventional
oil for the first time
Enron shares fall by over 90% as accounting and
marketing scandal emerge- then bankruptcy

FLIGHT WINNERS
R.Watson redwater
J. Bryan leduc
R. Clark stettler
A.Schreiner turner valley
M. Janisch fosterton

The theme of the 51st Oilmen’s, European Rendezvous, reflected
the birthplace of Chairman Paul and his wife Sandra. The Castle
in the Rockies style of the Banff Springs Hotel made a fine and
appropriate backdrop for the theme. Special European features for
the 51st Oilmen’s included Le Café, The Spotted Dick (an English
pub) and superb decorations that covered most of Europe. Chef
Martin Luthi provided a culinary tour of the old continent, even
including some of the Chairman’s favourite English dishes.

W. Rabey golden spike

Costume night was a full-scale Medieval Banquet with knights

J. DiPaolo bonnie glen

(who fought an exciting duel), stocks, no cutlery and plentiful ale.

H. McFadyen athabasca
A. Eastly lloydminster
I. Mazuryk fort st. john
R. Matheson armena
P. Hill pembina
R. Smith drake point

the experience. The dress code was changed at the 51st to
“country club casual” for all events except the Evening of
Champions (and of course costume night).
A Ladies Golf Tournament was initiated and was played over
two days (nine holes each day) on the Tunnel Nine, using the
two-player best-ball format. The idea of a Golf School (started at
the 50th) was modified to an Oilmen’s Golf School provided by
leading Alberta teaching professionals. These new events were

Corporate scandals Led by an implosion at Enron,
a wave of corporate scandals rocked the investment
world. Congress passed legislation to rein in corporate

NEW GOVERNORS
D.A. Garner

very successful (despite less than perfect weather) and have been
developed and refined in subsequent Oilmen’s.
Entertainment included Quiz Night, the Timebenders (a new

wrongdoers and toughen oversight of the beleaguered

H.N.E. Hobbs

band for the 51st) and the returning Nomads for costume night.

accounting industry.

V.M. Luhowy

The Golf tournament itself was hard fought in some tough

W.T. Lynch
W. Mirosh
R.E. Newman

DID YOU KNOW?

M.M. Shaw

BANFF SPRINGS GOLF COURSE

D. Cornhill jumping pound

Chairman Paul played King for the day and thoroughly enjoyed

oilmen’s tournament

OIL INDUSTRY EVENTS

weather conditions (typical for Europe), and the flight winners
were recognized with
prizes (housed in the
Tower of London)
that were all of
European origin.

In 2001, inspired by the Oilmen’s and aided by a
group of recent Past Chairmen, the Atlantic oil
industry created its own version of the Oilmen’s,
called the Nor’easter. Its first Tournament was
held at Fox Harb’r, Nova Scotia, followed by
the second one at Terra Nova, Newfoundland
in 2002, alternating sites annually thereafter.
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2002
SPORT EVENTS

WORLD EVENTS

ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS

Canadians David Pelletier
and Jamie Sale awarded
figure skating gold medal at
Salt Lake City Winter
Olympics after judging
scandal erupts

Chechen terrorists kill 116 people in Moscow theatre

Oscars: Chicago; Adrian Brody -The Pianist;
Nicole Kidman - The Hours

U.S. Golf Open held on
public course, Bethpage
Black, which severely tests
the touring pros
Canada wins gold in men’s
and women’s hockey and
speed skating at the
Olympics

SPORT CHAMPIONS

Israel starts construction of a wall to isolate the
Palestinian West Bank
WorldCom declares bankruptcy
Two snipers terrorize the Washington, D.C. area

CANADIAN EVENTS

Music: Fallin - Alicia Keyes
TV: After ten seasons X-Files ends – the unexplained
is still unexplained
Broadway: The Goat, or Who is Sylvia?, Thoroughly
Modern Millie

Four Canadian soldiers are killed in Afghanistan by
U.S. “friendly fire”

FIRSTS AND FADS

Stephen Harper becomes leader of Canadian Alliance

American Idol debuts

Canadian dollar falls to 62 cents U.S.
Eastern Canadian farmers send many loads of hay
to western ranchers who are devastated by a
multi-year drought

mlb

Anaheim Angels

America’s Most Wanted

nfl

New England Patriots

The hunt for Osama bin

nhl

Detroit Red Wings

nba

Los Angeles Lakers

cfl

Montreal Alouettes

Laden moves into high gear...

GOLF CHAMPIONS
masters

Tiger Woods

us open

Tiger Woods

british open
pga

Space. Astronauts upgrade the orbiting
Hubble telescope which looks into the
depths of the universe.

Ernie Els

Rich Beem

cdn . open

John Rollins

No Escape from Work
The Blackberry 5810, by
Canadian firm Research In
Motion is released, and allows
emailing, text messaging, web
browsing and more wireless
services.
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52

nd

AEC and PanCanadian merge to form
EnCana Energy
First Canadian commercial coal bed
methane is produced in southern
Alberta by EnCana
Muskeg River Oilsands mine starts
production

Fred Moore
co - chairman Terry McCoy
chairman

FLIGHT WINNERS

Las Vegas sparkles like no other place on earth and the beautiful
and picturesque Jasper Park Lodge was the perfect setting to

R. Pocza redwater

recreate the Viva Las Vegas atmosphere and the city that never

W. Irwin leduc

sleeps. With Lady Luck on Chairman Fred and his wife Debbie’s

B. MacKenzie stettler
W. Mooney, Jr. turner valley
H. Jacques fosterton
M. Cheyne golden spike
J. McClung bonnie glen
A. Markin athabasca
W. Friley, Jr. lloydminster
B. Giovanetto fort st. john
T. Hamilton armena
J. Schroeder pembina
H. Dingle drake point

The dining room at the Jasper Park Lodge was transformed into
Caesar’s Palace where the tradition of fine dining at the Oilmen’s
was continued incorporating the cuisine from the various theme
hotels along the Las Vegas Strip…French, Italian and good old
American. The wonderful support from the management and staff
of the Jasper Park Lodge made the culinary delights and the
presentation better than anywhere on the Strip!
All kinds of star attractions appeared throughout the week,
including “Elvis” for The Brunch and Wednesday evening show.
Thursday evening was kicked off by a spectacular Bellagio
Dancing Waters demonstration on the lovely shores of the Lago
Jasperius. Costume night was a Toga Party featuring the sounds of
the 60’s, 70’s and 80’s by the Kit Kat Club. Taking centre stage on
Friday night were the best stars Las Vegas has to offer and they
were definitely a winning combination. The Urbanites, a ten piece
ensemble band, provided outstanding entertainment for the
Evening of Champions.

NEW GOVERNORS

The prizes for the 52nd Oilmen’s portrayed the pristine beauty of
the mountains, the ruggedness of the wilderness and the majesty

N.S. Denoon
C.W. Hicks

DID YOU KNOW?
The non air-conditioned main dining room at the
Jasper Park Lodge was often stifling hot during the
August evening events at many Oilmen’s. At the
52nd Oilmen’s a cool air duct system that had
been installed helped but was far from adequate.

B.J. Hodson
J.S. Kinnear
W.J. Mooney
J. Richels
H.B. Swartout

of the wildlife of Jasper, all
creatively captured in the theme
colors of gold, silver, black and
white.
Of course, a great tournament
is always the primary focus and
with a most energetic and
enthusiastic group at the
Oilmen’s, all participants at the

Window seating was still far preferred to dance

52nd were rewarded with

floor side. By the time of the 54th, a very much

ongoing friendships and

appreciated air conditioning system was installed

JASPER PARK LODGE GOLF COURSE

D. Prince jumping pound

side, the weather was outstanding during the whole week.

oilmen’s tournament

OIL INDUSTRY EVENTS

special memories.

with some support from the Oilmen’s.
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2003
SPORT EVENTS

WORLD EVENTS

ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS

Vancouver/Whistler awarded
the 2010 Winter Olympics

New virus, Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS),
kills many worldwide, including over 40 in Toronto

Oscars: Lord of the Rings: Return of the King;
Sean Penn - Mystic River; Charlize Theron - Monster

50,000 fans attend the
outdoor NHL hockey game
in Edmonton’s
Commonwealth Stadium
between the Oilers and the
Canadiens

Massive power blackout in the U.S. Midwest, Ontario and
Quebec due to a chain reaction in the electricity grid that
starts in Ohio

Music: Don’t Know Why - Norah Jones

CANADIAN EVENTS

Legends Bob Hope (100), Katherine Hepburn (96)
and Johnny Cash (71) die

Mike Weir becomes the first
Canadian to win a major
golf tournament, the Masters

A cow in Alberta is found with mad-cow disease, causing
exports to be shut down for years and a huge economic
blow to the Canadian beef industry

FIRSTS AND FADS

Paul Martin replaces Jean Chretien as Prime Minister

Arnold Schwarzenegger is elected Governor
of California

SPORT CHAMPIONS
mlb

Florida Marlins

nfl

Tampa Bay Buccaneers

nhl

New Jersey Devils

nba

San Antonio Spurs

cfl

Edmonton Eskimos

Major forest fires devastate areas of Alberta and British
Columbia

Broadway: Take Me Out, Hairspray
TV: Canadian Idol debuts

iPod is latest fashion in portable music

SARS By the time the World Health
Organization declared an end to the
outbreak in July, SARS – severe
acute respiratory syndrome –
claimed the lives of more than 750

GOLF CHAMPIONS
masters

Mike Weir

us open

Jim Furyk

british open
pga

Ben Curtis

people and infected more than 8,000

Down with Hussein Baghdad,

in 25 countries.

statue of Saddam Hussein being
pulled down.

Shaun Micheel

cdn . open

Bob Tway

Space shuttle Columbia
Martha Stewart and her broker are indicted for using

breaks up over Texas on re-entry,

privileged investment information and then obstructing a

seven on board perish.

federal investigation. Stewart also resigns as chairperson
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and chief executive officer of Martha Stewart Living.

53

rd

Oilsands production reaches one million barrels
per day
AEUB shuts in hundreds of shallow gas wells to
preserve the reservoir pressure in underlying
oilsands reservoir
Oil and Gas Journal places Canada second in
the world oil reserves after Saudi Arabia

Terry McCoy
co - chairman Bill Lingard
chairman

FLIGHT WINNERS
P. Wanklyn redwater
W. Finger leduc
R. Jaggard stettler
T. Larson turner valley
D. Dunlap fosterton
R. MacLeod golden spike
R. Johnson bonnie glen
H. Swartout athabasca
B. Giovanetto lloydminster
C. Twa fort st. john
W. Litvinchuk armena
R. Young pembina
M. Romanow drake point

NEW GOVERNORS
R.G. Dingwall
D.D. Domeracki

DID YOU KNOW?
Golfing at the 53rd had the additional
challenge of smoke from forest fires that were
burning around Banff and in British Columbia.
The Newcomers reception was held outside on
the lawn overlooking the Bow Valley and the
golf course. When Chairman Terry McCoy
started to give his welcoming remarks to the
Newcomers ash from the fires started to fall to
the extent that it appeared to be snowing black
flakes onto everyone’s clothing and hair. The
speech was quickly cut short and everyone
retreated to the Conference Centre.

D.J. Haughey
T.R. Holland
C. Hughes
J.S. Lebbert
R.A. Matheson
W.C. Seth
B.C. Stuart
R.D. Thomas
R.A.M. Young

Emphasis was placed on the exploration aspects of the oil and gas
industry as many of the targets for oil and gas are sediments
formed in warm shallow seas. As such, exploration of the natural
environment in and around Banff National Park was encouraged.
A guided walk looking at the garden flora and fauna of the park
Headquarters was offered. Two geological field trips were
held- one centered on the Banff Springs Hotel looking at the
geological aspects of the building rocks of the hotel itself, and the
other focussed on the general geologic history of the Banff area.
In addition there was wine tasting, a tour of the hotel’s kitchens,
a cooking demonstration and hiking trips.
Tournament golfers competed for a variety of prizes such as GPS
navigational systems, wooden and glass bowls, vases and boxes
plus silk paintings produced by local western Canadian artists.
A very successful Ladies Guest Golf Tournament was again held
on the Tunnel Nine course on Wednesday afternoon and Thursday
morning with 120 participants playing two nine-hole matches.
The highlight of the 53rd Oilmen’s was the costume party which
was a Hawaiian Luau that featured a variety of culinary delights
such as suckling pig.
Throughout the tournament
the food was spectacular and
featured dishes from Hawaii,
the Caribbean and Polynesia.
Entertainment was provided
by a number of bands that
stretched from the traditional
music of the 50’s and 60’s to
the disco of the 70’s and 80’s.
By the end of the
tournament, the guests were
exhausted and partied out
but happy and looking
forward to future Oilmen’s.

BANFF SPRINGS GOLF COURSE

M. Maughan jumping pound

The theme for the 53rd Oilmen’s, Island Explorers, was tropicalHawaii, the Caribbean and Polynesia. Colors for the 53rd were
bright, reflecting the cheerful colors found in the flowers,
vegetation, food and fish of tropical islands. Although the weather
was generally very good throughout the tournament, a unique
weather challenge of smoke from forest fires in Alberta and
British Columbia often made seeing the green from the tee
box difficult.

oilmen’s tournament

OIL INDUSTRY EVENTS
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2004
SPORT EVENTS

WORLD EVENTS

ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS

Canada wins gold in
Kayaking, Gymnastics and
Sprint Cycling at the Summer
Olympics in Athens

Hurricanes Charley, Frances, Ivan and Jeanne devastate
the Caribbean and Florida

Oscars: Million Dollar Baby; Jamie Foxx - Ray;
Hillary Swank - Million Dollar Baby

Two Mars Landers successfully land and send back
amazing photos and soil analyses

TV: The Ellen Degeneres Show;
Sex and the City end its run

Canada wins hockey’s
World Cup

NATO admits seven former Soviet countries as members

Music: Dance With My Father - Luther Vandross

Calgary’s Red Mile becomes
a mammoth party scene as
the Flames vie for the
Stanley Cup, losing in the
seventh game

Christmas earthquake sets off Pacific tsunami, killing over
200,000 people

Broadway: I Am My Own Wife, Avenue Q

US’s final report on Iraq’s weapons finds no WMDs

FIRSTS AND FADS

Vijay Singh replaces
Tiger Woods as #1 golfer;
wins nine tournaments and
$9.5 million

Chechen terrorists take 1200 schoolchildren and others
hostage in Beslan, Russia- 340 die

“You’re fired!” joins everyday speech as Donald Trump’s
Apprentice draws big audiences
Janet Jackson’s wardrobe malfunction leads to a
conservative backlash across all television

CANADIAN EVENTS
Government sponsorship scandal dominates political news
Pierre Burton dies at age 84 from heart failure

SPORT CHAMPIONS
mlb

Boston Red Sox

nfl

Tampa Bay Buccaneers

nhl

Tampa Bay Lightning

nba

Detroit Pistons

cfl

Toronto Argonauts

Paul Martin, Leader of the Liberal Party, becomes
Prime Minister
Supreme Court of Canada looks into the legality of
same-sex marriage under the Constitution
Stephen Harper becomes leader of the Conservative
Party and the official opposition
On Mars, NASA’s rovers took stunning
pictures of the alien landscape and made
startling discoveries about the planet’s

GOLF CHAMPIONS
masters

Phil Mickelson

us open

Retief Goosen

british open
pga

past, including the possibility that liquid
water once flowed there.

Todd Hamilton

Vijay Singh

cdn . open

Vijay Singh

Flames’ playoff drive
to the

Cup final

After seven years of
missing the playoffs, the
Calgary Flames repaid
their fans in full, going
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on a magical two-month

Boxing Day Tsunami On Boxing Day, a tsunami smashed

odyssey that lasted all of

coastlines in the Indian Ocean, especially Indonesia. The

the way to Game 7 of the

earthquake that generated the tsunami is estimated to have

Stanley Cup final.

released the energy of 23,000 Hiroshima-type atomic bombs.

54

th

Imperial Oil announces its headquarters
will move to Calgary

Bill Lingard
co - chairman Dave Fitzpatrick
chairman

Canadian government sells its last
19% share in Petro-Canada
East coast exploration pauses due
to lack of success

FLIGHT WINNERS
S. Dutton redwater
S. Fildes leduc
J. Moore stettler
R. Grafton turner valley
J. Payne fosterton
L. Murphy golden spike

Frozen methane hydrates were exploited as
engineers drilled hundreds of meters below the
permafrost on the Mackenzie River delta in

B. Lynch athabasca
M. Seth lloydminster
D. Kakoschke jumping pound
I. Mazuryk fort st. john
T. Opdahl armena
P. Welch pembina
W. Mirosh drake point

NEW GOVERNORS
M.L. Cobbe
D. Cuthill
D.A. Cutts

DID YOU KNOW?

T.S. Granger
N.W. Holton

At the 51st and 53rd Oilmen’s, a Ladies Golf

M. L. McNeil

Tournament was held on the Tunnel Nine

R.G. Moffat

course over two days. At the 54th Oilmen’s, a

L.E. Simmons

one-day Ladies Golf Tournament complete
with all the trappings was held at the Hinton
Golf Course. A new Terra Nova trophy was
unveiled for this new annual event, all part of
the ongoing evolution of the Oilmen’s.

Four days prior to the start of the 54th the world saw the opening
ceremonies of the 2004 Olympic Games which had returned to
their birthplace, Athens, for the first time since 1896. The official
opening of the 54th Oilmen’s included a torch ceremony involving
all of the attending Past Chairmen. Like the Olympics, the goal of
the 54th was to create an atmosphere which fostered relationships
and business between individuals, companies and countries.
The decorating committee breathed life into the theme, capturing
the architecture of ancient Greece, the many Greek mythological
characters and the atmosphere of both the ancient and modern
Olympic Games. During the week many Olympic class events
unfolded. The late night Taverna games were a huge hit,
particularly the hockey shot game. Greek plate smashers and belly
dancers showed up for a costume night of Myths, Legends and
Superheroes. All attendees were divided into teams to compete for
points in the regular events of the Oilmen’s (trivia quiz, mural
identification etc.) plus some new not-so-serious events such as
Discus (Greek plate smashing) and Shot Putt (chipping a golf ball
into a canoe floating on the lake).
Lisa “Longball” Vlooswyk
made a big impression
with her ability to crush
a golf ball and drive it
well over 300 yards and
in doing so she also
raised some money for
the Special Olympics
through contributions
from the Tournament
attendees. Wednesday’s
performer, Aselin
Debison (a young girl of 14 years of age) had the voice of an
angel and the stage presence of a superstar. Barry Hodson was the
perfect emcee for the 54th and kept everyone entertained as well

JASPER PARK LODGE GOLF COURSE

2003/04.

B. Butlin bonnie glen

The theme for the 54th Oilmen’s was LIV OILYMPIAD [yes the
spelling is correct and LIV is the Greek symbol for 54]
incorporating the oil industry’s competitive spirit, the history and
traditions of Greece, and enjoyment of life. Sports have always
played a major role in Chairman Bill and Leslee’s lives and their
belief that staying fit is the right way to LIV a well-balanced life.

oilmen’s tournament

OIL INDUSTRY EVENTS

as up to date on the 54th Oilympiad and the 2004 Olympics.
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2005
SPORT EVENTS

WORLD EVENTS

ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS

NHL lockout persists over
salary contract issues and the
season is lost

Hurricane Katrina devastates New Orleans leaving
thousands homeless

Oscars: Crash; Phillip Seymour Hoffman - Capote;
Reese Witherspoon - Walk The Line

The Kyoto Protocol goes into effect without the support
of the United States and Australia

TV: Johnny Carson of the Tonight Show says farewell

Tim Hortons becomes new
sponsor of the Brier
Alfeet Alex wins the
Preakness Stakes and the
Belmont Stakes but fails to
win the Kentucky Derby
Annika Sorenstam wins the
LPGA Championship
Lance Armstrong wins the
Tour de France for the
seventh consecutive time

SPORT CHAMPIONS
mlb

Chicago White Sox

nfl

New England Patriots

nhl

Cancelled

nba

San Antonio Spurs

cfl

Edmonton Eskimos

The Provisional IRA ends its armed campaign against
the British Government
Iraq successfully holds free elections in spite of terrorists
and suicide bombings
Terrorists set off four bombs on London’s subways and
buses killing dozens and injuring hundreds

Peter Jennings, news anchor for the ABC Evening
News, dies
Dan Rather retires as the anchor of CBS Evening News
Music: Daughters - John Mayer
Broadway: Doubt, Monty Python’s Spamalot

Pope John Paul II dies and is replaced by Pope Benedict XVI

FIRST AND FADS

CANADIAN EVENTS

Tour de France winner Lance Armstrong introduces
LIVESTRONG bracelets as a charity fund raising project
for Cancer Research and are quickly copied by others

The Canadian Government increases its monetary
contribution to the 2004 Indian Ocean earthquake relief
effort to $425 million

Bob Geldof announces LIVE 8, a series of concerts held
simultaneously in cities around the world, to compel
wealthy G-8 nations to increase aid to Africa

The Canadian Parliament is dissolved after the Liberal
Government of Paul Martin is defeated on a nonconfidence motion

Surgeons in France carry out the first human
face transplant

Newfoundland and Nova Scotia reach agreement with
Ottawa to maintain equalization transfer payments in
spite of increased oil royalty revenues. This increases
demands from other provinces

Uggs become a fashion

GOLF CHAMPIONS
masters

Tiger Woods

us open

Michael Campbell

british open
pga

trend and lead to
increased global sales.

Tiger Woods

Phil Mickelson

cdn . open

Mark Calcavecchia

Four Royal Canadian Mounted
Police officers are gunned down in
Mayerthorpe, Alberta, Canada. It is
the deadliest day in Canadian law
enforcement in over 120 years.

Michaelle Jean
becomes the Governor
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General of Canada

US Gulf Coast. Hurricane Katrina

succeeding Adrienne

makes landfall and begins its reign of

Clarkson.

massive destruction.

55

th

First production from Husky’s White Rose oilfield
in the Jeanne d’Arc Basin offshore Newfoundland
Oil sands projects are announced by Canadian
Natural Resources Limited (Horizon), Suncor
(Voyager) and Husky (Sunrise)
In June the price of oil broke $60 per barrel.
Gasoline in the US rose above $3 per gallon in the
wake of Hurricane Katrina
Imperial Oil stops work on the Mackenzie Valley
pipeline proposal due to the lack of progress in
settling disputes with the First Nations

Dave Fitzpatrick
co - chairman Barry Hodson
chairman

FLIGHT WINNERS

The bylaws of the Canadian Oilmen’s Executive

exhibits in the quest for knowledge. The choice of theme for the

W. Irwin leduc

55th Oilmen’s went far beyond golf being the first inter-galactic

K. MacLeod stettler
H. Jacques turner valley
C. Riddell fosterton

of funds to any entity, society, association or

J. Swendsen bonnie glen
M. Keohane athabasca
B. Stewart lloydminster
L.E. Simmons jumping pound

organization for the advancement or promotion

W. Litvinchuk fort st. john

of any purpose or undertaking consistent with

A. Brotherhood armena

the objects of the Society”. At the 37th Oilmen’s,

E. Hickok pembina

Chairman Bill Mooney held a casino with

B. Ashton drake point

benefits to a local charity. From the 52nd to the
58th Oilmen’s funds were raised, using various
means, and donated to charities chosen by
each year’s Chairman. For the 55th Oilmen’s,
the Odyssey Tournament was chosen as the
charity vehicle with proceeds going to the
Calgary TELUS World of Science.

NEW GOVERNORS
M. Abougoush

sport, or that the first celestial sports facility, the Shepard Driving
Range, is located near the Moon’s Plato Crater. There are
numerous parallels between the heavenly exploration of space and
the earthly oil and gas industry: both are a journey or odyssey,
one to power the earth, one to fulfil an insatiable curiosity in the
soul of earthlings; the spirit and science of exploration are a
shared bond between both industries; and the people driving our
industry – and those taking us to distant stars – share common
characteristics – they are risk takers, often visionaries.
2005 brought the addition of a community outreach component
to the Oilmen’s with the sponsored day trip of two Grade Six
classes to the Calgary TELUS World of Science. While visiting the
science centre, the students worked with an artist to create
wonderful SPACE related pieces of art. Their art work was
displayed at both the Hyatt during the Governors’ Spring Ball
and the 2005 missionSPACE Tournament in Banff.
The decorating committee transformed the Banff Springs and
launched every participant on a galactic adventure and a voyage

A.K. Ashton

of discovery. The Ladies Golf Tournament evolved into the

D.J. Broshko

Odyssey Partners’ Golf Tournament for the guests of all 55th

M.G. Colescott
H. Doerr
R. Ironside
R.E. Johnson
M.T. Keohane
W.J. Litvinchuk
D.J. McNeill

Oilmen. Costume night, with its theme Alien Encounter, was a

BANFF SPRINGS GOLF COURSE

Association allow for approval of “contributions

the successes of SPACE exploration and the spirit that humankind

M. Ravlich redwater

R. Thomas golden spike

DID YOU KNOW?

With the theme, 2005 missionSPACE, the 55th Oilmen’s honoured

oilmen’s tournament

OIL INDUSTRY EVENTS

wild event with an amazing array of celestial creatures.
Entertainment featured the sounds of The Mocking Shadows,
VIP and The Real Deal. For quieter moments, The Black Hole
featured a lounge atmosphere complete with cosmic libations.
Show night consisted of A SPACE Oddity, a mind-expanding
multi-media show exclusively produced for the 55th Oilmen’s.
A strong tradition at the Oilmen’s is the incredible prizes to be
won by the winners of the various competitive events. The 55th
Oilmen’s maintained the tradition, however, the prizes took the
form of Galactic Awards. A commemorative display highlighting
the previous five years of Oilmen’s Tournaments was available for
viewing in the hospitality centre, missionCONTROL.
For 2005 the missionSPECIALISTS, the Board of Governors, and
their committees pooled their expertise and creativity to take the
55th Oilmen’s on an experience that was out of this world.
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2006
SPORT EVENTS

WORLD EVENTS

ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS

The XX Olympic Winter
Games are held in Turin Italy
February 11 to the 25th

Cuban President Fidel Castro transfers temporary power
to his younger brother Raul

Oscars: The Departed; Forest Whitaker - The Last King
of Scotland; Helen Mirren - The Queen

The Dow Jones Industrial Average closes above 11,000
(11,090.1) for the first time since June 7, 2001

TV: High School Musical, Disney’s most successful
TV movie, is released

Former President of Iraq, Saddam Hussein is executed

Music: Sometimes You Can’t Make It On Your Own - U2,
Irreplaceable - Beyonce

CANADIAN EVENTS

Broadway: The History Boys, The Jersey Boys

Canada wins 7 gold, 10
silver and 7 bronze medals
for a total of 24 medals
Canadian Steve Nash is
named the MVP in the NBA
for the second year in a row
Germany hosts the FIFA
World Cup. Italy wins the
championship by defeating
France in a shoot out

SPORT CHAMPIONS
mlb

St. Louis Cardinals

nfl

Pittsburgh Steelers

nhl

Carolina Hurricanes

nba

Miami Heat

cfl

BC Lions

Ed Stelmach becomes the leader of the Progressive
Conservative Party of Alberta and Premier of the
Province of Alberta
Stephane Dion becomes leader of the Federal Liberal Party
of Canada and Leader of the Official Opposition
An armed conflict between the police and the Six Nations
protestors in Caledonia Ontario lasts 52 days

FIRSTS AND FADS
My Space registers over 100 million members
The Chinese River Dolphin or Baiji becomes extinct
Byron Nelson American golf champion and long time
friend of the Oilmen’s dies

Seventeen men are arrested in Toronto Ontario in a
terrorist plot to blow up targets in the Toronto area
World Cup Soccer
final game,

The Wii Generation is born

Italy vs. France,

The Wii video game system is

Italy won.

released in North America.

GOLF CHAMPIONS
masters

Phil Mickelson

us open

Geoff Ogilvy

british open
pga

Tiger Woods

Tiger Woods

cdn . open

Jim Furyk

You Tube founders
Chad Hurley 29, and Steven Chen

Harper is Prime Minister

27 in San Mateo California.

Stephen Harper is the 22nd
Prime Minister of Canada
after his party won a minority
government in the 2006
federal election. With federal
oil revenues running the
economic engine of the
country, a western leader
seems timely.
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56

th

Bolivian President nationalizes his nation’s
gas fields

Barry Hodson
co - chairman Roger Thomas
chairman

An oil pipeline explodes in Lagos Nigeria killing
more than 200 people
Penn West Energy Trust and Petrofund Energy
Trust merge creating the largest conventional
energy trust
Natural gas drops to a low of $3.80gj on the
AECO spot market in October
EnCana reveals plans for a new 59-storey office
building in downtown Calgary called The Bow
Oil exports to the US reached a record 1.78
million barrels per day representing 17% of
US imports

T. Wertz redwater
J. Hagg leduc
G. Ritchie stettler
J. Payne turner valley
R. Wonnacott fosterton
J. Walsh golden spike

The theme of the 56th Oilmen’s, “Go Wild”, was a celebration
of the beauty of the natural environment and the many wildlife
species that share the planet, as well as recognition of the
important role that environmental stewardship plays in the oil
and gas industry. The logo and colours were inspired by the art of
primitive man: Arrowhead Bronze, Ochre Yellow, Charcoal Black,
and Dawn of Man Blue. Jasper Park Lodge was a perfect venue to
match the theme.
Golf and tennis events were a success as always, and the weather

M. Abougoush bonnie glen

generally cooperated, improving as the week went on. Other

D. Dusterhoft athabasca

events that kept everyone very busy and happy included gin

M. McMurray lloydminster
L. Doiron jumping pound
S. Hanlon fort st. john
I. Velev armena
K. Gibson pembina
J. Inverarity drake point

rummy and bridge, hikes, fly fishing lessons, art classes and
scotch tasting. Partners were treated to “A Swingin’ Safari” golf
tournament at Hinton, where Jungle Juice helped the participants
relax and enjoy the game. The costume party turned into a
“Wild Life Party” held in an Enchanted Forest. A change for the
Friday night venue was introduced, giving the attendees several
choices of activities, including a marshmallow roast by the lake,
getting up close and personal with wild birds of prey, a port
tasting, and dancing in a small club atmosphere in the Lodge.

Artistic rendering of

The week wrapped up with the traditional Evening of Champions

EnCana’s “The Bow”

where the winners received their original art pieces designed with

building

NEW GOVERNORS

The entertainment and food

N.S. Denoon

were outstanding throughout

J.W. Geddes

the week. As in all Oilmen’s

J.R. Good
B.W. Jones
J.A. Lexier

DID YOU KNOW?

the theme in mind.

M.E. Scott
M.M. Shaw

The invitations process at the 56th Oilmen’s was

H.A. Smith

changed from previous years and moved earlier

J.W. Walsh

in the year. This was done to improve the hotel

P.A. Welch

tournaments, participants

JASPER PARK LODGE GOLF COURSE

The Canadian Federal Government announces
plans to tax income trusts resulting in a
substantial drop in value on the Toronto
stock exchange

FLIGHT WINNERS

oilmen’s tournament

OIL INDUSTRY EVENTS

left Jasper having renewed
old acquaintances and
discovered new friends.
In keeping with the theme,
the Oilmen definitely had
a wild, fun time.

room and premier cabin usage at Jasper Park
Lodge, and provide earlier attendance
information to the Oilmen’s organization.
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2007
SPORT EVENTS

WORLD EVENTS

ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS

Street Sense became the first
winner of the Breeders’ Cup
to win the Kentucky Derby

Nicholas Sarkozy becomes President of France

Oscar: No Country For Old Men; Daniel Day Lewis There Will Be Blood; Marion Cotillard - La Vie en Rose

Marion Jones falls from
grace after admitting steroid
use before and after the
Sydney Olympic Games
where she won five medals
Tom Brady quarterback for
the New England Patriots
named Associated Press Male
Athlete of the Year
Golfer Lorena Ochaa named
the Associated Press Female
athlete of the year for the
second year in a row
Barry Bonds of the San
Francisco Giants broke
Hank Aaron’s home run
record of 755 but was
indicted on perjury charges
for lying to a Grand Jury on
the use of steroids

A gunman murders thirty-three students at Virginia Tech
More than 20 million toys made in China were recalled
due to lead paint or loose magnets causing people to
question globalization and pushing people to buy locally

TV: Hollywood film and TV writers go on strike leaving
the entertainment industry in a quandary

The housing bubble in America bursts as New Century
Financial one of America’s largest subprime mortgage
lenders files for bankruptcy, the first of several mortgage
company failures

Broadway: The Coast of Utopia, Spring Awakening

Music: Not Ready to Make Nice - Dixie Chicks

FIRSTS AND FADS
NASA’s Messenger spacecraft makes a second fly-past
Venus en route to Mercury

CANADIAN EVENTS
The highflying Canadian dollar reaches and exceeds parity
with the US dollar

You Tube, a video sharing website on which users can
upload, share, and view videos is bought by Google Inc.
for $1.65 billion

Canadian media baron Conrad Black is sentenced to
prison in a US court
A Canadian pet food company recalls several products
from North America due to pets becoming ill and in
several cases dying

Yangon, Burma.
A journalist is injured
as police quell a
protest against the
military government.

A Polish man dies at the Vancouver airport after being
tasered by RCMP officers

SPORT CHAMPIONS
mlb

Boston Red Sox

nfl

Indianapolis Colts

nhl

Anaheim Ducks

nba

San Antonio Spurs

cfl

Saskatchewan Roughriders

GOLF CHAMPIONS
masters

Zach Johnson

us open

Angel Cabrera

british open
pga

Padraig Harrington

Tiger Woods

cdn . open

Jim Furyk

The phone that
The final book of the
Harry Potter series,

saved a company

Apple releases iPhone.

Harry Potter and the Deathly
Hallows, is released and sells
over 11 million copies in the
first 24 hours, becoming the
fastest selling book in history.

More than 25 US subprime mortgage lending firms declare
bankruptcy. The collapse rattles the Dow Jones Industrial Average,
which on February 27 loses 416 points, or 3.3%, its biggest one-day
point loss since 9/11. In August, these problems go global as hedge
funds and banks around the world reveal substantial holdings of
mortgage-backed securities in their investment portfolios.
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57

th

Russian oil supplies to Poland, Germany and the
Ukraine are cut. They are restored three days later

Roger Thomas
co - chairman Bob Young
chairman

Shell Oil proposes a $27 billion oil upgrader at
Fort Saskatchewan, Alberta
Agreement is reached between several oil
companies and the government of Newfoundland
and Labrador to allow the development of the
Hebron-Ben Nevis offshore oilfield
The Alberta Royalty Review Panel recommends
significant increases in Alberta royalties for oil
and gas which results in drastic reductions to oil
and gas drilling in Alberta
In October oil prices rise to a high of just over US
$92 per barrel based upon international tensions
and a weak US dollar

FLIGHT WINNERS
B. Watson redwater
C. Mitchell leduc
C. Zahn stettler
H. Jacques turner valley
J. Wilson fosterton
T. Hinton golden spike
R. Taylor bonnie glen
D. Clark athabasca
K. Cumming lloydminster
M. Romanow fort st. john
R. Bird armena
K. Cuthill pembina
B. Youden drake point

The beautiful Banff Springs Hotel played host to a lively and
enthusiastic group dressed in Lipstick Red, Bourbon Gold,
Stardust Silver, Spotlight White, and Tuxedo Black. The weather
for the main tournament and all other outdoor events was
absolutely perfect. Cool crisp mornings followed by warm windy
afternoons made for some interesting times on the golf course.
Java, Jive & Brunch for the Partners on Wednesday morning was
a great success. Entertainment was provided by the Drum Café
who led the audience through a series of drumming routines the
result of which was sore hands for all.
The Renegades, Rascals and Rogues costume party was a wild
affair with celebrity appearances made by the Pope, Marie
Antoinette, Jed and Granny Clampett, Conrad Black and
Cruella DeVil to name a few.
The “Shimmy and Shuffle” Partners’ Golf Tournament was
great fun. The Humzingers greatly enhanced the abilities of
all the golfers.

NEW GOVERNORS
P.J. Aiello
Everybody into the Bakken pool Thanks to new
technology, a re-discovery of the vast Bakken oil play
uncovers what may be the largest light-oil pool discovered
in Western Canada since 1957, holding at least one billion
barrels of oil, of which up to a quarter is recoverable.

A.A. Brotherhood
A.M. Campbell
J.S. Lebbert
F. Meyer
D.S. Purdy
G.M. Ritchie

DID YOU KNOW?
Pat Keenan, the artist who produced the
prizes for the flight winners had a special
connection to the Oilmen’s as his father had
participated in previous Tournaments.

C.F. Ruigrok
A.B. Wiswell

There was a surprise visit and concert by Jake and Elwood –
“The Blues Brothers” on Friday night. Everyone donned
sunglasses and sang and danced the night away.

BANFF SPRINGS GOLF COURSE

B. McCaffrey jumping pound

The theme of the 57th Oilmen’s “All That Jazz” paid tribute to the
important role that music and entertainment have played at the
Oilmen’s over many years, recognizing that Music holds a place in
all of our lives. Everyone has a song that holds special meaning.

oilmen’s tournament

OIL INDUSTRY EVENTS

There was a wide variety of other events including tennis, hiking,
bridge, scotch and wine tasting and art classes to keep us busy.
All events were well attended and enjoyed. The betting hole proved
to be very popular with funny lines and fancy retorts being thrown
about with reckless abandon.
Golf flight winners were rewarded
with an original sculpture of a
jazz musician commissioned from
local artist Pat Keenan.
Before you knew it the week was
over. People left for home more tired
than when they arrived but happy in
the fact that they had found just a
bit of the old “Razzle Dazzle”.
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2008
SPORT EVENTS

WORLD EVENTS

ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS

Venus Williams defeats her
sister Serena Williams 7-5,
6-4 to win the Ladies’ Final
in the Wimbledon Tennis
Championship

Barack Obama elected as the first African-American
President of the United States

Oscars: Slumdog Millionaire; Senn Penn - Milk;
Kate Winslet - The Reader

Stock markets around the world plunge amid fears of a
US recession fuelled by the 2007 collapse of the subprime
mortgage market

TV: A writers strike in Hollywood prevents several
television shows from producing new episodes

The Calgary Stampeders win
the 96th Grey Cup game
defeating the Montreal
Alouettes 22-14 at Olympic
Stadium in Montreal

Raul Castro takes over as President of Cuba

Carlay Sastre wins the
Tour de France
Danica Patrick wins the
Indy Japan 300 becoming the
first woman to win an Indy
Car race
The XXIX Olympic Summer
Games open in Beijing China
Michael Phelps wins a record
eight gold medals in
swimming and sets a world
record in the 100m Butterfly

Doctor Who, the world’s longest-running television series
celebrates its 45th anniversary
Music: Rehab - Amy Winehouse

CANADIAN EVENTS

Broadway: August: Osage County, In The Heights

The Canadian government extends the Afghanistan
mission until 2011

FIRSTS AND FADS

The Federal Government reacts to the Global Financial
Crisis in September and October

A 414 square km (160 square mile) chunk of ice breaks
off of the Antarctic Wilkins Ice Shelf

Twelve people die in an outbreak of listeriosis traced
to a food processing plant in Toronto operated by
Maple Leaf Foods

Surgeons perform the first operation using bionic eyes
implanting them into two blind people in the UK

Stephen Harper wins a stronger minority government in
October by winning 143 seats in the House of Commons
The federal parliament is prorogued at the request of
Stephen Harper to avoid a confidence motion by a
coalition of opposition parties

NASA’s Phoenix spacecraft lands on the northern polar
region of Mars
Sarah Palin chosen as running mate for presidential
candidate John McCain

Fidel Castro announces his

Canada wins eighteen medals
(3 gold, 9 silver and 6
bronze) to place 15th in the
medal standings

resignation as President of Cuba,
effective February 24. His brother,
Raul Castro is unanimously elected
as his successor.

SPORT CHAMPIONS
mlb

Philadelphia Phillies

nfl

New York Giants

nhl

Detroit Red Wings

nba

Boston Celtics

cfl

Calgary Stampeders

Barack Obama is elected the
44th President of the United
States and Joe Biden is elected
the 47th Vice President.

GOLF CHAMPIONS
masters

Trevor Immelman

us open

Tiger Woods

british open
pga

Padraig Harrington

cdn . open
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Padraig Harrington

Chez Reavie

Barack Obama becomes the
first African-American to be

Beijing, China. Jamaica’s Usain Bolt wins gold in
the 200 metre men’s final race.

elected to the office.

58

th

Three pipeline explosions occur on EnCana operated
pipelines in NEBC near Dawson Creek

Bob Young
co - chairman Jeff Lebbert
chairman

A LNG export terminal is proposed for Kitimat,
British Columbia
Several announced bitumen and oil sands projects
are delayed due to the turmoil in world
financial markets
The price of oil continues to rise due to
international events reaching a record high of
US $146.69 per barrel on July 3 for Brent North
Sea crude futures
EnCana announces plans to split into a gas producer
(EnCana) and an oil producer (Cenovus Energy Inc.)

Beneath the Waves was chosen to reflect the adventurous spirit of
Oilmen and the wondrous activity in the ocean. At the Governor’s

T. Wertz redwater

Ball, the Hyatt ballroom became an underwater oasis complete

W. Finger leduc

with aquarium centrepieces, a live mermaid, sharks and a large

B. Stuart stettler
A. Korpach turner valley
J. DiPaolo fosterton
D. Claggett golden spike
D. Kakoschke bonnie glen
J. Palazeti athabasca
T. Watson lloydminster
B. Giovanetto jumping pound
K. Cuthill fort st. john
J. Hantho armena
G. Voneiff pembina
H. Helwerda drake point

ominous octopus hovering above the tables.
Anemone Pink, Buoyant Blue, Seagrass Green, Surf’s Up White
and Deep Ocean Black reflect colours seen in the ocean. Anemone
Pink was welcomed happily by the Partners and, surprisingly, by
many of the Oilmen with the colour being sported prominently
through the tournament, although many had trouble pronouncing
“anemone”.
Most of the activities were retained but the tennis tournament
was cut back due to the conditions of the tennis courts as well as
lack of interest. The partners enjoyed the Vintage Swimsuit
fashion show at the Katfish Katwalk Brunch where all the
previous Chairs’ partners were honoured. On Thursday, they were
bussed off to Hinton for the Castaways Partners’ Golf
Tournament with a single tournament winner using a Chicago
format as well as the regular team scramble winners. That
evening, March Hare ensured a great time for all at the SOS
Costume Night where the SOS acronym was taken to new levels.
Oilmen once again proved that their imagination has no bounds.

NEW GOVERNORS
K.J. Cumming
R.D.S. Douglas
A tank farm in Germany stores “high priced” imported
foreign oil.

S.A. Hanlon
B.A. MacKenzie
G.C. Merritt

DID YOU KNOW?
The centrepieces at the Ball were alive with
goldfish swimming in a glowing blue bowl. These
bowls were also in the Shark Tank (quiet room)
and, at the end of the evening a couple of these had

P.J. Murphy
G.N. Schneider
M.F. Smith

With this theme, of course, rain was in the picture, but the week
ended in a sunny way. The prizes were custom made from local
artists in various mediums with the top prize being a glass “fish
in a bag” done by local artist Brian Kelk.

JASPER PARK LODGE GOLF COURSE

On July 15th the price of oil begins to fall based
upon comments that there was significant
demand destruction for oil by the US Federal
Reserve Chairman

FLIGHT WINNERS

oilmen’s tournament

OIL INDUSTRY EVENTS

Jasper was a wonderful place to host the 58th with beautiful
Lac Beauvert as a spectacular background. Although a few
Oilmen did go “beneath the
waves” while paddling on
the lake, they survived and
joined the rest of the
Oilmen and Partners in
having a great time with
good friends old and new.

gone missing. Some of the fish ended up going to
the homes of the Hyatt staff while the remainder
were placed in the Young’s backyard pond.
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2009
SPORT EVENTS

WORLD EVENTS

ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS

Serena Williams defeats her
sister Venus Williams to win
the Ladies’ Championship at
Wimbledon. Roger Federer
wins the Men’s Championship

The World Health Organization expresses concern at the
spread of the H1N1 “Swine Flu” virus from Mexico to
the United States and other countries

Entertainer Michael Jackson dies June 25th

Dubai requests a debt deferment causing world stock
markets to drop

TV: Last episode of the Tonight Show with Jay Leno

Alberto Contador wins the
Tour de France

The Obama administration orders pay cuts of up to 50%
for bank executives of the firms that received bailout
money from the US government

Michelle Wie wins her first
LPGA title by winning the
Lorena Ochaa Invitational
Tiger Woods loses several
sponsorships after admitting
marital infidelity and takes a
leave of absence from
professional golf
A double handball by Thierry
Henry led to France’s decisive
goal against The Republic of
Ireland in the World Cup of
Soccer playoff game

SPORT CHAMPIONS
mlb

New York Yankees

nfl

Pittsburg Steelers

nhl

Pittsburg Penguins

nba

Los Angles Lakers

cfl

Montreal Alouettes

World leaders commit to pledge $1.1 Trillion at a meeting
of the G-20 to stimulate global economies, encourage
international trade and strictly regulate financial firms

Oscars: Hurt Locker; Jeff Bridges - Crazy Heart;
Sandra Bullock - The Blind Side

All full-service television stations in the United States stop
broadcasting analog television and start broadcasting
digital television signals only
A television memorial for Michael Jackson has an
estimated television audience of one billion people
Music: Viva La Vida - Coldplay

President Barack Obama wins the Nobel Peace Prize

Broadway: God of Carnage, Billy Elliott The Musical

CANADIAN EVENTS

FIRSTS AND FADS

All Canadians feel the effects of the global financial crisis

In July the longest solar eclipse of the 21st Century
lasting 6 minutes 39 seconds occurs over parts
of Asia and the Pacific

The H1N1 flu epidemic causes Canadians to wait in
long lines for vaccinations
A major restructuring of the Canadian auto industry takes
place with several long time auto brands being eliminated
The Canadian mission in Afghanistan reaches 133
soldiers killed

NASA Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter LCROSS discovers
water near the south pole of the Moon
A skeleton of a female four feet tall and 120 pounds is
thought to be 4.4 million years old and is the oldest
skeleton found

Seoul, South Korea.
A thermal scanner looks
for arriving passengers
who may have the
H1N1 virus.

GOLF CHAMPIONS
masters

Angel Cabrera

us open

Lucas Glover

british open

Stewart Cink

pga Y.E. Yang
cdn . open
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Nathan Green

Entertainer Michael
Jackson dies in Los Angeles
from a reported drug overdose.

The outbreak of the H1N1
influenza strain, commonly
referred to as “swine flu”, is
deemed a global pandemic.

59

th

Suncor and Petro Canada announce plans to merge

Jeff Lebbert
co - chairman Doug Cutts
chairman

EnCana announces plans to shut-in 400 MMCF/d
of natural gas production in Canada and the US
due to low gas prices
Canada receives the first shipment of LNG at the
Canaport facility in New Brunswick
Drilling activity declines by 40% during the first
half of 2009
In September natural gas prices fall to Cdn$1.93gj
on the spot market which was the lowest level
since 2002 due to low demand, over supply and
large volumes in storage

FLIGHT WINNERS

The 59th Oilmen’s Amour – A celebration of love: love of family,

S. Dutton redwater

dance, and the colors of love – Eiffel for you Blue, I’m Fondue of

K. MacLeod leduc
M. Tumback stettler
P.J. Aiello turner valley
H. Smith fosterton
C. Todd golden spike
I. Heidecker bonnie glen
K. Cuthill lloydminster

friends and community, love of conversation, laughter, music and
Chocolate, Louvre me Louvre me not Plum, Bastille my heart Red,
Tickle my Francy White and You don’t know Jacques Black.
The Banff Springs – The Grand Palais of the Rockies played host
to a simple yet elegant affair. Where days were filled with Fairway
Folly and the weather in a word was ‘perfection’.
Evenings were spent in the Salon de Paris. With the unprecedented
use of audiovisual, Oilmen were treated to a fresh and
extraordinary experience, finding themselves transported to a
different location each night. From the onset, each evening was a

M. Romanow fort st. john

feast for the senses, from the excitement of Monte Carlo’s ‘Casino

P. Taylor drake point

Royale’ – to the fast pace of the ‘Tour de France’. Costume night
found guests wining and dining within the walls of the ‘Moulin
Rouge’ with the likes of Toulouse Lautrec, Van Gogh and a
chorus line of can-can dancers. Then off to an evening at the
Opera Populaire and ‘Phantom of the Opera’ – a night set aside to
relax and catch one’s breath (or so we thought) finding instead
our breath taken away by the surprise visit of the Three Waiters –
opera singers whose beautiful voices brought many to tears
with their performance of Nessun Dorma. But the crème de la

NEW GOVERNORS
C.S. Currie
K. Cuthill
A.R. dePaiva
Around the world stock markets have fallen, large financial
institutions have collapsed or been bought out, and
governments in even the wealthiest nations have had to
come up with rescue packages to bail out their financial
systems. The ‘Great Recession’ is on.

D. Dusterhoft
T.R. Holland
D. Kunz

crème was the final evening,
our Last Tango in Paris. A
beautiful black tie affair –

BANFF SPRINGS GOLF COURSE

B. Lingard jumping pound

oilmen’s tournament

OIL INDUSTRY EVENTS

celebrated under the
twinkling lights of the
Tour de Eiffel.
There was no doubt –
Amour was in the air at the

M.G. McMurray

Oilmen’s 59th. It could be

B.L. Robinson

seen and felt throughout
the entire event, from the

DID YOU KNOW?
A Chairman has never won the Redwater Flight the
year of his event. That spell was almost broken at
Oilmen’s 59th Amour when the final match between

main golf tournament and
golf school, through to the
Partners’ Ooh La La Open and the Mona Lisa Brunch. The
59th proved once again that it is the presence and enthusiasm of
all those who participate that is the foundation of a successful event.

Jeff Lebbert and Scott Dutton was tied at the 18th
and went into playoff. The record remains.
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